My Personal Goal: [ ] NUMBER OF PACKAGES

Cookie Dough

Girl Scouts can earn $50 of Cookie Dough (CD) for every 100 packages sold starting at 500+ packages

- 500 pkgs = $50 CD
- 600 pkgs = $100 CD
- 700 pkgs = $150 CD
And up...

Review the 2024 Family Guide for details about our Key2Prepaid Cookie Dough reward cards.

Initial Order Rewards

For cookie orders collected January 19 - February 4

Lanyard
280+ PGA on IO

Bar Patch Rewards

Bar patches earned in 100 package increments 100-3000+ packages.

Bar patches earned in 100 package increments 100-3000+ packages.

Crossover Avatar Patch

Earned by Girl Scouts who sell 350+ packages PLUS participated in the 2023 M2 Fall Program by sending 18+ emails and using the ‘Share my site’ function in M2 and selling 12+ fall items

Sewing Machine Bundle
OR Cumulative CD Value
900+ pkgs

Custom Vans Shoes
OR Cumulative CD Value
600+ pkgs

Lego Build Experience
OR Cumulative CD Value
700+ pkgs

Rockstar Kit
OR Cumulative CD Value
1300+ pkgs

Personal Style Experience
OR Cumulative CD Value
1600+ pkgs

PlayStation 5 OR Xbox Series X
OR Cumulative CD Value
1900+ pkgs

Custom KitchenAid Stand Mixer
OR Cumulative CD Value
2200+ pkgs

Electric Skateboard
OR Cumulative CD Value
3000+ pkgs

500+ rewards and experiences are NOT cumulative. Earners select CD or reward item/experience at 500-3000 package levels.

Celebrating each step of the way!
Keeping track of your goals is easy! Start by writing in your total Girl Scout Cookie package goal in the space that says 100%, and be sure to include your smaller goals along the way. (Ask a caregiver to help if you need it.) Celebrate by coloring the banners as you make your magic.